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- 6” Wood Plank
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Note: All measurements are approximate

**6" Wood Plank**
Pattern # S7370

**Additional Tools:**
- Single Wood Plank Flexible – S7371FL
- Flexible ‘X’ – S7370XFL
- Flexible ‘Y’ – S7370YFL
- 8" Timber End Grain Set – S7398 (see page 16)

**Recommended Contractor Set:** 3 Black Rigid, 3 Blue Rigid, 1 ‘X’ Flex, 1 ‘Y’ Flex, 1 Single Plank Flex, 1 Skin

**Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:**
- **Touch-up Texture Skin:** 6" Wood Plank – S7372-TS
- **Chisels:** 2", 4", & 8" **Touch-up Wheel:** not recommended

*Both Flexible ‘X’ and Flexible ‘Y’ tools are recommended to continue consistency of wood grain in stamped pattern*

**Grout Line Width:** 1/8”

---

**3 1/2" Hardwood Planks**
Pattern # S7350

**Additional Tools:**
- Single Hardwood Plank Flexible – S7351FL
- Flexible ‘X’ – S7350XFL
- Flexible ‘Y’ – S7350YFL
- 8" Timber End Grain Set – S7398 (see page 16)

**Recommended Contractor Set:** 5 Rigid, 1 ‘X’ Flex, 1 ‘Y’ Flex, 2 Single Plank Flex

**Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:**
- **Chisels:** 2", 4", & 8" **Touch-up Wheel:** not recommended

*Both Flexible ‘X’ and Flexible ‘Y’ tools are recommended to continue consistency of wood grain in stamped pattern*

**Grout Line Width:** 1/16”
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12” Wood Plank
Available Tools:
16” x 12” – S7516
32” x 12” – S7532
48” x 12” – S7548
64” x 12” – S7564
80” x 12” – S7580
96” x 12” – S7596

Additional Tools:
8” Timber End Grain Set – S7398 (see page 16)

Recommended Contractor Set: 2 to 3 of each Rigid,
1 – 16” x 12” Flex, 1 – 32” x 12” Flex, 1 – 48” x 12” Flex, 1 Skin

Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:
Touch-up Texture Skin: 12” Wood Plank – S7599-TS
Chisels: 2”, 4”, 8”, & 12” Touch-up Wheel: not recommended

Pebblewood
Pattern # S7360

Additional Tools:
Pebblewood Touch-up Set of 2 – S7361

Recommended Contractor Set: 12 Rigid, 2 Flex,
1 Touch-up Set of 2, 1 Skin

Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:
Touch-up Texture Skin:
Pebblewood Grain – S7362-TS
Chisels: 2”, 4”, & 8” Touch-up Wheel: 3/16”

Touch-up Texture Skin
Pattern # S7362-TS

Grout Line Width: 1/8”
Grout Line Depth: 1/8”

www.scofield.com 800-800-9900
Gilpin’s Falls Bridge Plank
Available Tools:
55” x 16” (Green) – S7380GR
55” x 16” (Blue) – S7380BL
55” x 16” (Black) – S7380BK

Additional Tools:
96” x 16” (Black) – S7388BK
8” Timber End Grain Set – S7398 (see page 16)
4” End Grain Liner– S9177

Recommended Contractor Set: 9 Rigid, 2 Flex, 1 – 25” x 13 1/2” Skin,
1 – 53” x 15” Skin

Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:
Touch-up Texture Skins:
25” x 13 1/2” Gilpin’s Falls Bridge Plank – S7380-TS
53” x 15” Gilpin’s Falls Bridge Plank – S7381-TS
Chisels: 2", 4", 8", & 12” Touch-up Wheel: not recommended

Grout Line Width: 1/8"
Grout Line Depth: 3/16"
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Wood Paver Ashlar
Pattern # S7345

Additional Tools:
Wood Paver Ashlar Set of 2 Starter Pieces – S7346 (see A)

Recommended Contractor Set: 9 Rigid, 2 Flex, 1 Set of 2 Starter Pieces, 1 Skin

Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:
Touch-up Texture Skin: Wood Paver – S7344-TS (see B)
Chisels: 2", 4", 8", & 12" Touch-up Wheel: 3/16"

This tool can be rotated to reduce repetition

Wood Paver Cobble
Pattern # S7340

Recommended Contractor Set: 9 Rigid, 2 Flex, 1 Skin

Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:
Touch-up Texture Skin: Wood Paver – S7344-TS (see B)
Chisels: 2", 4", 8", & 12" Touch-up Wheel: 3/16"

Wood Paver Running Bond
Pattern # S7390

Additional Tools:
Single Paver Touch-up Tool Set of 2 – S7391
Starter Tool – S7392

Recommended Contractor Set: 7 Rigid, 2 Flex, 1 Single Paver Touch-up Tool Set of 2, 1 Flex and 1 Rigid Starter Tool

Suggested Touch-up and Detailing Tools:
Chisels: 2", 4", 8", & 12" Touch-up Wheel: not recommended

Starter Tool
Pattern # S7392

Single Paver Touch-up Tool Set of 2
Pattern # S7391

Includes 1 Flex and 1 Rigid

Grout Line Width: 1/16"-1/8"  
Grout Line Depth: 1/8"-1/4"
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Gilpin’s Falls Bridge Plank with 8” Timber End Grain Set

8” Timber End Grain Set
Pattern # S7398

The 8” Timber End Grain Set includes two 8” x 16” end grain texture skins (can be easily cut to desired size). They are commonly used to face patio edges and steps or used as a form liner.

Gilpin’s Falls Bridge Plank